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ABOUT US
The National Association of Real Estate Brokers
(NAREB) was established in 1947 to ensure equal
opportunity for Black real estate practitioners
operating in the full spectrum of our profession and
for Black consumers to purchase and live in homes
of their choice.
Guided by the principle of Democracy in Housing, our founding
mission remains the same today with a laser focus on building wealth
through homeownership and increasing investment opportunities in
communities, nationwide.
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THE INVITATION
As a new or returning Partner, NAREB extends this invitation to join
with us as a 2017-2018 Partner for Purpose. This year carries special
significance as it represents the 50th Anniversary of the enactment of
the landmark Fair Housing Law, also known as the Civil Rights Act of
1968. The country has progressed in those five decades, but obvious
instances of de jure institutional racism and segregation remain.
That’s why partnerships with stakeholders like you are essential as,
collectively, we move forward to increase Black homeownership as the
primary wealth building tool.

When you choose to join with NAREB as a Partner for Purpose, your brand is
positioned as a trusted collaborator; one that knows and appreciates the business
rewards of accessing directly Black consumer spending power estimated now at
$1.3 trillion. NAREB Partners open the efficient channel to reach the often undervalued, yet profitable Black consuming audience. Moreover, your decision to be an
integral part of NAREB’s agenda to close the wealth gap through homeownership
and targeted investment confirms your decision to be a solution-driven stakeholder.
NAREB’s 2017-2018 program calendar offers a myriad of opportunities to reach
predominantly Black American real estate practitioners representing all real
estate disciplines and Black American consumers pursuing the American Dream
of affordable homeownership. Whether you are interested in: expanding or
enhancing your company’s diversity contracting programs; presenting affordable
and sustainable mortgage lending products; participating as a supporter of
financial literacy and homebuyer education programming; engaging Realtists in
your marketplace, or celebrating NAREB’s celebration and observance of the 50th
Anniversary of the Fair Housing Law, opportunities abound.
Join us as a Partner for Purpose at our national, regional, target market or,
digital events. Your company can: Advertise on NAREB’s website; Host
webinars for NAREB membership; Support NAREB’s signature 2 Million
New Black Homeowners (2Mn5) campaign or NAREB’s newly launched
Faithful Homeownership Program designed to reach into the Black faith-based
community, or Design a marketing program that not only meets your target
marketing objectives, but also directly supports NAREB’s goals to increase Black
homeownership and expand professional opportunities for our membership.
The choice is yours. We welcome your interest in NAREB’s 2017-2018 partnership
opportunities. If you need more information, please contact Ms. C. Renée Wilson,
NAREB’s relationship manager by calling 713.480.5046 or by email at:
CRenee@NAREB.com.
Looking forward to hearing from you!!
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2018 NAREB NATIONAL EVENTS

2018 Conferences
71st NAREB
Annual Convention

Mid-Winter Conferences

Las Vegas, NV

Memphis, TN

M A RC H 2 2 - 2 4 , 2 0 1 8
( N A R E B B OA R D M T G )

APRIL 12 - 14, 2018

Blends closer-to-the ground regional perspectives with national objectives to ensure
that NAREB’s strategies and approaches are aligned throughout the communities
and cities that NAREB chapters and their membership serve. Events feature
regional and local presenters, public policy sessions, networking events, professional
development seminars, along with a highly-trafficked product and service exhibit area.
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2018 NAREB NATIONAL EVENTS

NAREB National Partners
Advisory Board (NNPAB)
Las Vegas, NV
M I D -W I N T E R C O N F E R E N C E ,
M A RC H 2 2 - 2 4 , 2 0 1 8

NNPAB members will be brought up-to-date on NAREB’s signature
programs, activities undertaken. Discussions cover mutually beneficial
strategies designed, not only to increase business opportunities for
Realtists, but also expansion of homeownership opportunities for
Black Americans.
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2018 NAREB NATIONAL EVENTS

2M5 Program: NAREB’s
Faith-Based, Wealth
Building Community Days
Compton, CA

April 2018

Dallas, Texas

June 2018

Atlanta, GA

July 2018

Detroit, MI

August 2018

Each of these community-based events are promoted in the specific markets via
print, broadcast & digital media, on-the-ground flyer distribution and exhibitor
outreach to ensure that prospective homebuyers are reached and informed. The
one-day, free events are held in reachable locations, and introduce the value of
owning a home; the A-B-Cs of how to purchase a home and the process; offer credit
counseling, seminars, and opportunities to meet, one-on-one with participating
exhibitors. Promotion includes gifts, refreshments, and special guest speakers. Now
entering its third cycle, NAREB is partnering with the faith-based community in
each selected marked to expand event reach.
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2018 NAREB NATIONAL EVENTS

71st Annual National Convention
AT L A N TA , G A - J U LY 2 5 - 2 8 , 2 0 1 8
Brings together NAREB member Realtists, NAREB Affiliates, industry partners,
policymakers, national speakers, influencers, professional development experts, product and
service providers focused on increasing Black homeownership. Convention agenda provides
partners with high visibility and meaningful networking opportunities. Overall, the event
allows for the exchange of viewpoints, perspectives, strategies, innovations and approaches.
This year carries special significance as it represents the 50th Anniversary of the enactment
of Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 also known as the Fair Housing Act, a landmark
part of the legislation that provided for equal housing opportunities regardless of race, religion,
or national origin. The agenda includes at least two major events marking the 50th year since
the Act’s signing; one a daytime general audience session with a widely recognized expert
discussing the journey to fair housing. The other is scheduled to be an evening event with
guest speakers and reception to follow. May be opened to limited number of Atlanta advocates,
residents and public officials.
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2018 NAREB NATIONAL EVENTS

Youth Financial
Empowerment &
Leadership Academy
AT L A N TA , G A - J U LY 2 5 - 2 8 , 2 0 1 8
Youngsters and young people are invited to participate in NAREB’s annual
Youth Academy designed to introduce the elementary lessons about financial
literacy, financial planning, spending, budgeting, investing, wealth building and
entrepreneurship. The age-specific and interactive curriculum challenges excite
and help the young participants to think about their futures and financially, how
to approach and achieve their dreams. Instruction is provided by individuals
knowledgeable in the areas of finance, entrepreneurship, leadership and goalsetting. The young participants include children of Realtists along with youth from
the underserved community in the local market.
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2018 NAREB NATIONAL EVENTS

50th Anniversary of
the Fair Housing Law
Commemoration
AT L A N TA , G A - J U LY 2 7, 2 0 1 8
NAREB has planned of number of activities, beginning in January 2018 with
monthly historical “nuggets,” a Realtist Week informational and promotional
booklet distributed throughout the NAREB network, and culminating at the 71st
Annual NAREB Convention with a Legislative Breakfast entitled, “Fair Housing:
The Journey Started…The Road Forward” coupled with an evening film screening
of NAREB’s a documentary that chronicles NAREB’s history to achieve fair
housing and the role it played to help get the law passed, and the way forward to
achieve housing and economic parity. Civil rights luminaries and legends will be on
hand to offer real life experiences and perspectives. Screening will be followed by a
reception.
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2018 NAREB NATIONAL EVENTS

State of Housing in Black America (SHIBA)
Events Congressional Black Caucus
Foundation Annual Legislative Conference
- Briefing and Hospitality Suite
WA S H I N G T O N , D C - S E P T E M B E R 2 0 1 7
Since 2012, NAREB has held an Issues Forum during the annual legislative
conference convened by the Congressional Black Caucus Foundation (CBCF).
While the association does not entertain sponsors for the Forum, partners are
welcomed to support and participate in the daily briefings for NAREB members,
to host the Hospitality Suite, and gain additional visibility by supplying branded
materials or promotional items in the conference bags.

State of Housing in Black
America Report (SHIBA)
SEPTEMBER 2018

In its 5th edition, NAREB’s groundbreaking report, the State of Housing in Black
America (SHIBA), serves as the research-based foundation for NAREB’s advocacy
and programmatic platforms to increase Black homeownership. The report is
published on an annual basis and issued during NAREB’s Issues Forum held at the
Congressional Black Caucus Foundation’s (CBCF) Annual Legislative Conference.
NAREB’s aggressive initiative, “2 Million New Black Homeowners in 5 Years” a
NAREB SHIBA Solutions Program, announced at the 2016 national convention,
represents the association’s actionable, multi-year effort to identify, leverage, and
eradicate barriers disproportionately affecting the rise of Black homeownership and
wealth building.
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MAJOR EVENTS
MID-WINTER
CONFERENCES:
Opening Ceremony
Panel
Welcome Reception

MAJOR EVENTS
NATIONAL
CONVENTION:
Opening Ceremony
President’s Welcome Reception
Emerging Leaders Reception
Prayer Breakfast, Panels
Legislative Breakfast
Past Presidents Luncheon
Relationship Building Receptions
50th Fair Housing Anniversary Ceremony
Expo Hall
Ribbon Cutting Ceremony and Luncheon
Awards Banquet
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2018 NAREB PARTNER SPONSORSHIPS
CONTRIBUTION LEVELS

ONYX

PLATINUM

DIAMOND

GOLD

SILVER

CORP

Sponsorship Opportunities

$500,000

$250,000

$150,000

$100,000

$75,000

$25,000

Souvenir Journal

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Complimentary Registrations

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Speaking Opportunity or Partners Remarks

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Exhibitors Showcase

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Pre&Post Marketing Eblast, On-Site Interviews, Digital Scroll, and/or Step N Repeat

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Business Development, Educational and Outreach Events in Local Markets

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Webinar, content provided by Partner

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Logo & Link w/Company Message on NAREB Website, provided by Partner

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Article in Partner Section of E-Newsletter, provided by Partner

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Host Relationship Building Reception - National Convention

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Promotional Materials in Registrants Bags

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

2M5 Faith-Based, Wealth Building Community Days: Compton, Dallas, Atlanta, Detroit

✓

✓

✓

✓

Panel Participation during Major Event

✓

✓

✓

✓

NAREB National Partners Advisory Board Member

✓

✓

✓

✓

Networking Reception (National, Regional, State & Chapter Leaders)

✓

✓

✓

Press Release Mention

✓

✓

Convention Lanyards & Name Badge Holders

✓

Convention Opening Ceremony

✓

50th Anniversary Fair Housing Documentary & Speaker

✓

50th Anniversary Fair Housing Reception

✓

2M5 Program (Marketing, Technology, Program Development)

✓

Electronic Hotel Room Keycards
Convention Pocket Guides

✓

✓
✓

NAREB's CBCF-ALC SHIBA Briefings and Networking Events

✓

Mobile App Branding

✓
✓

Youth Financial Empowerment & Leadership Academy
Charging Stations with Video Message Scroll

✓

2M5 Faith-Based, Wealth Building Community Day during Realtist Week - 1 location

✓

Corporate Membership

✓
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2017 - 2018 Partnership Investment Opportunities
The National Association of Real Estate Brokers (NAREB) was formed in 1947 out of a need
to secure the right to equal housing opportunities, regardless of race, creed, or color. Since its
inception, NAREB has participated in and promoted meaningful challenges and supported
legislative initiatives to ensure fair housing for all Americans. NAREB annually publishes The
State of Housing in Black America report.
For more information, visit www.nareb.com.

